We present a first principle study of the electron-phonon (e-p) interaction at the Be(0001) surface. The real and imaginary parts of the e-p self-energy () are calculated for the ÿ ÿ surface state in the binding energy range from the ÿ ÿ point to the Fermi level. Our calculation shows an overall good agreement with several photoemission data measured at high and low temperatures. Additionally, we show that the energy derivative of Re presents a strong temperature and energy variation close to E F , making it difficult to measure its value just at E F . DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.166803 PACS numbers: 73.20.-r, 68.35.Ja, 71.10.-w, 74.78.-w For many years now a considerable effort has been directed toward the study of electron-phonon (e-p) effects and quasiparticle dynamics in low dimensional systems. Important examples include semiconductor heterostructures, superconducting materials with layered structures, and electrons in two-dimensional surface states. Experimentally, e-p effects are becoming increasingly accessible on surfaces, through powerful techniques like high resolution angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, scanning tunnelling spectroscopy, and time-resolved two-photon photoemission spectroscopy.
For many years now a considerable effort has been directed toward the study of electron-phonon (e-p) effects and quasiparticle dynamics in low dimensional systems. Important examples include semiconductor heterostructures, superconducting materials with layered structures, and electrons in two-dimensional surface states. Experimentally, e-p effects are becoming increasingly accessible on surfaces, through powerful techniques like high resolution angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, scanning tunnelling spectroscopy, and time-resolved two-photon photoemission spectroscopy.
Be(0001) offers in this respect a textbook study case. Here the surface states form a fully metallic, high density two-dimensional electron gas, rather well decoupled from the bulk Be substrate, itself only of semimetal character [1, 2] . The surface states increase the density of electron states (DOS) at the Fermi energy (E F ) by a factor of 4 -5 in the surface layer [2] . This radical change of character between surface and bulk goes along with some other very special properties of the Be(0001) surface [3] . Following the DOS arguments, the surface parameter, representative of the e-p interaction, is believed to be about a factor of 4 -5 larger than in bulk Be [4 -7] . Values of ranging from 0.65 to 1.2 were obtained from the high temperature surface state broadening [4] , or by fitting the real part of the low temperatures surface state self-energy to simple models [5] [6] [7] . The scatter between these values is disturbing. Also, a value as large as 1.2 may raise questions concerning the stability of the normal metallic state of this surface. On the other hand, it is well known that simple model calculations, such as Debye models, are surely too crude, neglecting band structure effects and the important contribution of the surface phonon modes [8] . Electron energy-loss spectroscopy measurements [9] showed that the surface phonon dispersions at Be(0001) do qualitatively differ from those obtained by using truncated bulk models [9] .
In this Letter we present the first parameter-free ab initio calculation of the e-p interaction at a real metal surface, Be(0001), that contains all the ingredients entering the e-p interaction, namely, surface electron and phonon states, as well as electronic screening. Our detailed analysis results in excellent agreement with all experimental data. We also motivate more future experimental work.
A fully relaxed 12 layer slab has been considered. We have used the density-functional theory in the local density approximation (LDA). The e-p matrix elements and phonon frequencies were calculated using densityfunctional perturbation theory [10] , through the PWSCF program [11] . A norm conserving pseudopotential was used with a cutoff of 22 Ry for the expansion of the electronic wave function in plane waves. For the Brillouin zone electronic structure integrations an order one Hermite-Gauss smearing technique was used, with smearing parameter 0:05 Ry and as many as 102 special k points in the irreducible wedge of the 2D Brillouin zone (IWBZ). The linear response calculation for phonon modes [10] has been performed with 30 special q points in the IWBZ, yielding surface phonons in excellent agreement with experiments [9] and previous calculations [12] .
The basic quantity in the study of the e-p interaction is the so-called Eliashberg function (ELF) [13] . This function measures the phonon density of states weighted by the e-p interaction. It represents the probability of emitting a phonon of energy
The ELF contains all the information needed for the calculation of the real and imaginary parts of the selfenergy. In Eq. (1) The imaginary part of the self-energy related to the lifetime of the excited electronic state through ÿ1 2Im can be written in terms of the ELF,
where f and n are the Fermi and Bose distribution functions, respectively. The real part reflects renormalization of the electronic band due to the interaction with phonons and can also be calculated from the ELF [13] ,
For the calculation of the ELF, the k integration was carried out with 102 special points in the IWBZ and with 30 points for the q integration. The two Dirac deltas containing the electron band energies were again replaced by order one Hermite-Gauss smearing functions. In order to gain confidence in the convergence of the calculation, we performed a set of calculations with different smearing parameters in the range 0.0025-0.1 Ry, which gives an estimated error of 5% for the surface state broadening at all energies except inside a window of 0.4 eV around E F where we estimate an error of 15%. Figure 1 shows the electron and phonon band structures. In the upper panel of Fig. 1 the ÿ ÿ point surface state band sticks out (green line); near the M M point another surface electronic state also appears. In the lower panel, the phonon dispersions are shown. The Rayleigh wave (red line) is a surface localized phonon mode polarized mainly along the surface normal. This and other surface phonon modes are visible within the surface band gaps. Figure 2 shows the calculated ELF for a hole at E F (upper panel) and at the ÿ ÿ point (lower panel). The ELF is broken up into contributions corresponding to the intraband scattering (green line) and the Rayleigh mode scattering contribution (red line). From the upper panel of Fig. 2 , the decay of the hole at E F is dominated by the intraband scattering contribution (green line). The sum of the contributions from the decay into the M M point surface state (not represented) and the intraband contribution (green line) gives 90% of the total (solid line) at E F .
Thus, the decay process of the hole at E F is sharply confined in space to almost exclusively the surface state region. By contrast, the character of the interaction changes radically for the hole at the ÿ ÿ point (lower panel), for which the decay into bulk states dominates.
Photoemission experiments enable the measurement of the high temperature behavior of the broadening, ÿE 2k B T 0 E, for a state with arbitrary binding energy E [4, 8] . Theoretically 0 E is determined by the first reciprocal moment of the ELF [13] . Equation (4) indicates an enhanced role of the ELF at low energies. Figure 2 shows that the weight of the surface phonon modes is concentrated around ! D =2 (! D ' 80 meV), thus a fitting procedure of the 0 parameter through a Debye model [ 2 F 0 !=! D 2 ] will give rise in this case to an excessive low temperature broadening compared to a more realistic calculation using the same Debye energy ! D and 0 . The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the real (orange line) and imaginary part (black line) of the self-energy calculated for T 0 and as a function of the binding energy. The imaginary part is resolved into contributions coming from intraband scattering (green line) and the contribution of the Rayleigh mode (red line). The imaginary part varies by a factor of 2 going from E F to the ÿ ÿ point. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the variation of the 0 parameter defined through Eq. (4) as a function of the binding energy. From this figure we deduce that the temperature derivative of the high-T surface state broadening is twice that of the hole at the E F compared to that at the ÿ ÿ point. Recently, the identity between the partial derivative of Re at the Fermi level and
has been used to determine the e-p coupling parameter [5] [6] [7] . However, it is of crucial importance here to distinguish and 0 . The results of Fig. 3 do not take into account the renormalization of electron bands due to the real part of the self-energy. We denote by E 0 k the pure LDA unrenormalized bands and by E k the renormalized ones including Re, obtained by solving numerically the equation Fig. 4) . It is well known that close to E F the electron velocity, the e-p coupling form factor, and the lifetime itself are renormalized [13] .
Provided that the system is isotropic and jE;Tj 1, an estimation of the renormalized imaginary part [13] can be obtained from
where Im denotes the renormalized quantity. While the breakdown of the approximation expressed by Eq. (6) is clear for values of E; T close to ÿ1, this form generally helps us to understand how the deformation of the electronic band caused by the real self-energy affects itself the lifetime of the surface state.
In the top panel of Fig. 4 , we show the unrenormalized imaginary part of the self-energy (Im 0 , dotted line) calculated from Eq. (2) -50
FIG. 4 (color). (a)
Surface state imaginary part of the selfenergy near E F . Im 0 corresponds to the unrenormalized result (Fig. 3) , the renormalized Im is represented for temperatures 12 (violet line) and 40 K (orange line). The inset shows modified dispersions at 12 and 40 K. (b) Re near E F at 12 and 40 K (orange line). The inset shows the quantity E; T ÿ@E; T=@E. Note that at low temperature (12 K) E F ; T ' 0:9 is consistent with 0 E F ' 0:9 from Fig. 3. derivatives of the real part of the self-energy at these two temperatures.
In Ref. [5] a detailed measurement of Im and Re is reported for T 40 K. An ''unusual'' peak of Im for the hole at binding energies around the maximum phonon energy (! D ) was observed. This behavior is very well described by our calculation at the same temperature (orange line). The calculated real part of the self-energy also shows excellent agreement with the measurement, and our E F ; T 40 K ' 0:7 is in excellent agreement with their measured 0:7 0:1 (inset of the bottom panel of Fig. 4) . In Refs. [6, 7] the derivative of the real selfenergy part was presented for T 12 K suggesting a value of E F ; T 12 K ' 1:15. As explained in Ref. [5] , this value was slightly overestimated due to the fixed angle photoemission experiment, and a corrected value of 0.87 was suggested instead. Our calculated E F ; T 12 K ' 0:9 is in excellent agreement with this corrected value (inset of bottom panel of Fig. 4 ). Reference [4] reported high temperature measurements of the broadening for the surface state hole at binding energy 350 meV, obtaining an estimate 0 (E 350 meV) of 1:15 0:1, which compares reasonably well with a calculated 0 (E 350 meV) ' 0:9 (see bottom panel of Fig. 3) .
Analyzing the temperature dependence of the broadening in more detail, we note that for larger T, the maximum value of the T derivative of Re decreases, and so does the effect of the renormalizing denominator in Eq. (6) (Fig. 4) . By contrast, increasing temperature favors phonon occupation: thus we have two competing tendencies and a minimum can be expected in the temperature dependence of Im. Detailed calculation of Im predicts a minimum of Im around T 150 K for states close to ! D binding energy (see Fig. 5 ). It would be interesting to verify this minimum in the temperature dependence of the broadening. This effect should be even more pronounced for binding energies close to ! D where the effect of the renormalization is stronger. Here in fact the group velocity selectively rises above its bare value, and so does the low temperature hole decay rate, giving rise to a local maximum as a function of hole energy. Removal of this effect by temperature causes the local minimum predicted in Fig. 5 .
In summary we presented the first parameter-free ab initio calculation of the e-p interaction in a surface state on a real metal surface, Be(0001). The surface state renormalization and its broadening were calculated, and the latter was found to agree well with existing experimental data. The energy derivative of Re presents a strong energy and temperature dependence near E F , so that an accurate measurement of E F 0 E F requires temperatures T & 12 K and energies very close to E F . Measurements done under different conditions can produce very different values which explains the variety of values in literature. Additionally, the effect of the renormalization of the surface state band on its own broadening is pointed out and new experiments are suggested to confirm a new minimum predicted in the temperature dependence. Other conceivable consequences of a medium size surface state e-p coupling, including the possible stabilization of a 2D BCS state at T 0 [14] and/ or the factors hindering it, remain to be explored. 
